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Marks Marks and Test ltems distribution

100 Skills/Areas Marks Test ltems Item Marks
Reading 50 . MCQ a7

: &qweling questions ( open ended and close ended) 10

. Matching 05
r Cloze Test without clues 05

. lnformation Transfer 05

. Rearranging OB

. Summarizing 10

Writing 50 r Writing paragraph answering questions 10

. Completing a story 10

o Writing informal letters 10

. Describing graphs/charts 10

. Dialogue writinq 10

100 Grammar 60 . Gap filling activities with clues (preposition, articles,
parts of speech)

05

. Gap filling activiiies without clues (preposition,
articles, parts of speech)

05

. Substitution table 05

. Right forms of verbs 05

. Narrative style (direct to indirect and/or vice versa) 05

r Changing sentences (change of voice, sentence
patterns, degrees)

10

. Completing sentences (using conditionals,
infinitive, qerund, participle )

05

. Use of suffix and prefix 05

. Tag questions 05

. Sentence connectors 05
r Punctuation 05

Composition 40 Test ltems Item Marks
o Writino CV with cover letter 08
. Formal letters/emails (complaint letter, notice,

purchase order, response$ to an order/request etc)
10

. Paragraph writing by listing /narrating/comparison
and contrasUcause and effect

10

. Writing composition on personal experience and
famillar topics, recent events/incidents, future plans

12
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Subject: English First paper Total marks 100

Revised marks distribution for classes 9-10 from academic Year 2016 (from SSC Z018 )

Reading:50

Seen Part: 2 texts will be used separately
Multiple Choice Questions ( MCa ) 07

Answering questions (open ended and close

ended)

10

Gap filling without clues 05

Unseen Part:

lnformation transfer 05

Summarizing 10
+Ont' unseen passage /text will be used to develop test items for information transfer and
sumrnary writing,

Matching 05

Rearranging 08

*Matching and Rearranging of sentences wi!l be separately developed and they won't have any
connections with the text used for information transfer and summary writing.

Writing: 50

Writing paragraph answering questions

Completing a story

Writing informaI letters/ E-mails

Describing graphs I charts

Writing dialogues

10

10

10

10

10

For Speaking and Listening, lnternal Continuous Assessment for 20 (10+10 ) marks will be
ensured by the institution as per Ministry of Education Circular no37.00.0000.071.07.003. tg-220
dated 03,03.2015

Subject: English Second Paper Total marks 100

Test items and marks distribution are unchanged.

Nute: NCTB requests all Education Boards to follow guidelines for question setters and
markers. A copy of this guidelines is attached herewith.
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Ggidelines for question setters and markers: Subject-English

1. Mu,itiple Choice Questions (MCQ)

MCe :an be set for testing a number of strategies and skitls related to reading such as scanning,

skim',ing, reading for gist, inferencing (guessing the meaning from the context)

comprehension check etc. E,ach MCe item *itt .1r.y %mark. However, depending on the level

of difficulty some items may have 1 tnark as rvell.

I, prelraring MCe questions, question setters will make sure that learners have to apply certain

skills rr strategies of reading in order to be able to choose the right options'-Depending on the

level of the learners. items will be set to test learners' lower ordei thinking skilts (knowing and

underr;tanding) as well as higher order and more critical thinking (analyzing, evaluating or

produ;ing information). Use sy,onyms in the questions to avoid quoting directly from the

briginal purrug." Make the questions round about so that learners think'

For example:
Text: The Great Wall of China, one of the greatest wonders of the world, was first built

betrvt,en 220-206 BC.

euestion: when was the Great wall first built? (Don't make this type of question' student will

just get the answer from the question pape, u, l*u, born' is common in both the text in the

question paper and the ansrver')

euestion: what is the initial construction period of the Great wall? (This question is okay as

learn -rrs has to understand that ,was built' and 'construction period' are same.)

studr:nts will write the question number and then write only alblcld that refers to the correct

answer. No need to copy the whole sentence fi'om the question paper to answer the questions.

The ,;ame text can be used for guessing the meaning tiom the context and Question Answer

(operr endecl and close ended). iro*.r.r. the sarne text cannot be used for Question-Answer

and't'rueiFalse. Depending on the level of clifficulty and length of the text, information transfer

a,d 'l'rueiFalse questions 
"can 

be set from the same text. Alternatively two different texts can

be ur;ed for two different tests. The latter is more encouraged'

Plea;e note the following poilts rvhile setting MCQ test items:

r, pluase stems as clearly as possible. Confusing questions can generate wrong answers

fiom students who do understand the material.

,, Avoid extra ianguage in the stem. Some think extraneous details make a question more

complex. Moredver-, they most often just add to the students' reading time. This reduces

the number of questions you can put on a test reducing the reliability of the test'

r Include any language in the stem that you would have to repeat in each answer option'

r Answer options shouid be about the same length and paraliel in grammatical structure'

Too much detail or different grammatical structure can give the answer away'

n Limit the number of allswer options to four'

o Distracters must be incorect, but plausible, Try to inclucle alnong the distracters options

that contain common errors'

o To make distracters more plausible, use words that should be familiar to students'

r If a recogli zable key word appears in the correct answer, it should appear in some or

ali of the distracters as well. por't let a verbal clue decrease the accuracy of your exam'
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. Avoi,l urlrrg extreme or vague words in the answers. Use rarely extreme words like
"all", "aiways" and "never" or vague words or phrases like "ttsualIy", "typically" and

"may be" in the answers.

. Avoid using "A11 of the above" or "None of the above" as an answer choice,

2.'frrre/false

True-ralse questions are typically used to measure the ability to identify whether statements of
fact are correct. The questions are usually a declarative statement that the student must judge

as tru,:, or false.

Follo.,v the general guidelines below while rwiting True/False items for your students:

r Base the item on a singie idea,

. Write items that test an important idea.

. Avoid lifting statements right from the text.

. Make the statements a brief as possible.

o Write clearly true or clearly false statements.

. Try to avoid such words aS "all," "always," "never," "only," "nothing," and "alone""

r The use of words like "more," "leSS," "important," "unimportant," "larger" "Smal1,"

"fege11t," "Old," "ta11," "gfeat," and SO Ol1, Can eaSily lead tO afnbigUity.

r State items positively. Negative statements may be difficult to interpret. This is

especially true of statements using the double negative. If a negative word, such as

"ngt" Or "never," is used, be sure to underline Or CapitaliZe it.

r Beware of detectable answer patlerns.

3. Ma,tching

There is no need of a separate reading text for matching. The question itself will have a context

after rhe texts in part A and part B are properly matched, The numbering of texts in column A
can b,: i. ii. iii, iv ..... and the texts in column B can be a, b, c, d. . Students only need to

matctr the numbering in the two columns, e.g i, ii, iii, iv etc. (in column A) and a, b. c. d etc"

(in column B). You can also use 3 columns with terts to match.

4. Gap filling rvith or without clues

The t,:xt in the gap filling activity is separate and complete. The text for this item will have a

meaningful context too. There will be five gaps in the text. The gaps can be used for article,

preposition, or any other parts of speech without verb as there is separate test for it, A question

ietter will choose one particular item mentioned earlier to set a question and use a gap at the

parlicular place. For example, if the question setter wants to test the article then there will be a

gap at the position of a, an, the or before a noun that does not take any article. For a question

of 3 nrarks, there will be six gaps in the text; for 4, there will be 8 gaps; and for 5 marks there

will be ten gaps.

Follo uv the guidelines while writing gap filling test items:

r Prepare a scoring key that contains all acceptable answers for each item.

. Prefer single word or short phrase answers.

r Beware of open questions that invite unexpected but reasonable answers.

o Make all the blanks of an equal length.
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r Avoid grammatical clues such as "an."

r Place the blanks near the end of the statement. Try to present a complete or nearly

cornplete statement before calling for a response.

r Lirnit the number of blanks to one or two per sentence. Staternents with too many

blanks waste time as students figure out what is being asked.

. If a numerical answer is called for, indicate the units (e.g. currency) in which it is to be

expressed.

5. Clt,ze test with/rvithout clues

A clo ze test is a fi11-in-the-blank activity that assesses students' comprehension of vocabulary

and re ading passages or knowledge of grammatical items. In cloze tests there are recurrent gaps

at evr,ry +tn, Sttr, 6th or 7th word. If the f,rrst gap, for example, is used at the 5th place, all

throullh the text the gap will be at the 5th place. Unlike the gap filling activity that tests a

parlicular grammar item (e.g. preposition, article, pronoun, or verb) it is a test for vocabulary
(t .y rvords) in general. This is why gap filling activity in the reading section is usually a cloze

test. Lr contrast, gap filling activity is a merely a grammar test item.

A clo::e test with 5 marks will have ten gaps (.5 for each gap). Considering the level of difficulty
cloze t.ests without clues at grade 10 can have 5 gaps (1 mark for each gap).

In answering the qLrestion, an examinee does not need to reproduce the text in the answer script.

Writilg the missing word wittr the corresponding question number is enough. However, the

whole iext with suitable r,vords in the gaps rvill neither earn any extra credit or discredit.

6. Inf orrnation Transfer

Deper rding on the level of difficulty and length of the text, information transfer and TrueiFalse

questions can be set fiom the same text. However, if the text is too small, do not use the same

text fgr both the tests as the content wiil be inadequate for setting questions. Make sure there

is no overlapping or repetitions in the question you have set. Alternatively you can use two

differ,:nt texts for these two test items.

The n,arks allocatecl for information transfer is Yzx l0:5 or 1 x 5:5 (depending on the level of difficulty).

7. Sulrstitution table

It's a {rammar test item. It tests whether students can make grammatically correct sentences

follovring any particular structure/s. It's different from matching item. In matching there might

be eqrial number of texts in each column in a table and students need to make sentences using

a text fiom each column. In designing the test item, the question setter can write the texts in

Colurrrn A in a way so that the sequential arrangement of the text makes a context. in a

substirution table, depending on marks, there will be 4 or 5 texts in the left column, 1 or 2
gramrnar words that shows the form in the middle column, and extensions at the right column,

Each neaningful sentence made using the texts and the lexical word will have credit.

8" Gap filling rvith right forms of verbs

Senterrces will be written in context in the question paper. Some verbs could be omitted or

given in brackets r,vithout any form. If the verbs are totally omitted in the text, a list of verbs

rvill be supplied in a box separately. Students' job will be to use the verb at the gaps in their

corre(t forms according to the context and other grammatical considerations. Alternatively

base lorm of verbs can also be supplied in the body of the text in parenthesis.

Studelts will write only the right answers with the question number. I{owever, if anyone uses

the te:lt with words at the gaps, it should be accepted as correct answer.
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9, Changing sentences

A text will be designed u,ith a certain context. Some of the sentences in the text will have

instructions in the parenthesis on how to change them. Depending on the marks in the test item,

stud;nts will be asked to change 5 or 10 sentences. Students will write only the changed

sent,,,nce as their answers. They can write the changed sentences in any order but must use the

corrr)ct nurnber used for each sentence in the given text.

10. Ilearranging of sentences

Use 10 detached sentences for classes 6,7,and 8 (See the sample questions forthese grades)"

For JSC, SS will rearrange eight pafis of a story/passage (See the sample question for SSC").
'fest your test item (with someone else or you sit for a test) to check whether the sequence of
the irnslver vary. If the answer varies and each variety has a complete meaning, redesign the

test. Use linking words/sentence connectors to maintain cohesion and coherence in the text'

Lear ners do not need to reproduce the text in their answer scripts. If they arrange the

corrr)Sponding serial of the texts correctly (such as b. d. a, f or v, iii, vi. I etc), they will get full

credit- Please remember that the test objectii,e here is the organisation of sentences, not the

copl ing of texts from the question paper. However if any learner comes with sentences written

in a random text, there is no need to penalize him,&er. Students will get credits for the correct

ansv,iers. F'or exatnple, if the answer is like this:

a.X b.! c.{ d.X e.^l f. { g.X h.X i.{ j.Xthestudentwillget5marks.

The l.est has no relation rvith the texts used in the previous test items.

11. tffriting summary

Use a text not exceeding 150 to 200 words for classes 6 to 8 and not exceeding 300 words for

olasues 9-10 in the qu.riion paper. Learners r,vill produce a summary using one third words of
the 1;iven text. For un .ru*ple, if the original text has 150 rvords, learners will produce the

summary in 50 words. However,Soh plus minas is okay. This answer should be written in

random texts not in isolated sentences. There is no question of counting number of sentences

in strmmary. So DO Not mention in the question paper how many iines or sentences learners

lvill use to make a summary. The nurnber of r,vords usecl here is important. Make sure that they

are ,vr.iting in their owrl words, not copying some sentences from the text. Practice them to

avoiC exarnples or explanations in writing a summary, A fresh text should be given to make

sumfnary. No text used in the previous test items can be used here.

12. \vVriting a paragraph answering questions

Make sure that your learners are answering the questions in writing the paragraph. However,

if th:re are 5 questions to answer, it does not mean that students will write only five sentences.

The,/ will use sentences as per their discretion but the paragraph as a whole answer the

queitions. If there are 10 marks fbr this item, learners should be able to make at least 10

sent,:nces. The more the better. Keep an eye on the content rather than the mechanical

calc:lation of sentences. Assess the paragraph from different aspects such as grafirmar, ideas,

communication, organisation etc.; do not only assess the paragraph only from the perspective

of g,'ammar accuracy.

13. t)ompleting a story

Ther,e will be the beginning of a story in the question paper, Students will continue the story

and complete it. The answer will varl, here. Completing a story when given at classes 6-8

shor,ld be more guided (See sample question for classes 6-7. ) where question setter not only

begins a story bit also provides r,vith some clues for the extension of ideas. Students will
complete the story fbllowing the clues. A good idea is to mention the word limit when there is

,,o .iu.r for the students. Assess the paragraph from different aspects such as grammar, ideas.

commLrnication, organisation etc.; do not only assess the paragraph only from the perspective
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of grammar accuracy. Moreover, use of cohesion (inter-connectedness of the sentences) and

coherence (transition from one idea to another idea) are impofiant here'

14. Open-Ended Questions

open ended or essay format questions are..excellent for measuring higher level cognitive

learning and overalr compreherrrio. of a readingtext/passage..They ailow the student to select

content for their response, ,o orgurrize rheir tnJrrgt tr^in a ilgical manner and to present tl eir

ideas on a given subject matterloverall, these,ip.r of test questions allow teachers to lest

student's br6ader undirstanding of a reading ite,r.

When writing good open-ended questions' keep the following guidelirres in mind:

o Be sure that the test question cleariy states the answer that you are. seeking from the

sfudent. For example, 
,,Discuss the outcomes of environment poilution" is a poor iest

question. But, worded as ,,Describe the potential impacts of thi environment po1lu1ion

on the people of coastar regions in Bung'rudesh"_or, it .t are the causes and i*rpaclr; of

environmentar polution o,itrr. people Jf coastar regions in Ba.gladesh? is a better test

question as it ciearry giu., the student somethi,g to compare and contrast withjn a

focused arca'

. If you are looking to test comprehension. a good ope,ing line for the test questiolt is'

'ExPlain the following"' "

r If you are seeking to test the student's ability to analyze a concept, a good operring

phraseforyourtestquestionis,'compareandcontrast,'.',',

o Don,t give students the option to pick z or 3 questions from among 5. This can add

confusion for the stude*ts and compte*iiy for the teacher when grading for a classrcom'

15. Writing letters/emails

If it is an informal letter, content is inrportant. If it is a formal letter, both content aud fornt are

important. Formar letter can be written either in British style (each paragraph indented at the

beginning for one space, date at the upper right hand corner, narne at the right hand corner at

the bottom). It can Jlso be written in Ameri.ur rtyt. (All paragraphs in a line without indenting'

date name everything at the left hand .orn.r1.-ri.trrr. or un-.n,relope or starnp is not needed

but address can be w.ritten. yet, if any student provides them - it wlit not earn any extra credit

or penaltY'

For emails, student must write the email id, subject, ?rlq 
content as written in a genuine e'nail'

students should be taught in the class that there should be a considerable margin at ttre answer

script. However, there srrourd not be any penalty for any examinee if the answer script hrts no

nrargin.Naargi,,r,asnothingtodowithassessmentoftheanswer'

Word limit shoutd be mentioned here too'

16. Describing graPhs and charts

Graph shourd be authentic. Teachers may colrect charts from various sources su.h as

newspapers, magazines, books or from the internet. Alternativery, teachers_ call use autkrentic

data and make simpre charts by themselv.es. Describing a graph or chart needs c^ertain lanfi:,1g'

abilities. The graph and .rrurt p..*.nt.o in the textbook rho* that. A marker of answer scrtpts

should keep an eye whether those languages are used or not. Answers will include the r''vritten

presentation of data shown in tn. griph forlo'ed by a concluding remark' A question setter

shourd mention the word tiniit fo, J.rrriuirgirr. ,rrtn or chaft, Don't ask students to p'rduce

any graph;;,h. answer sheet. They will only describe it.
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